10 Years at OU - Varner Interviewed
OBSERVER: You have been the
Chancellor of Oakland for 10
years now; you have seen OU
grow from a small college to
a University; do you feel that
the atmosphere for creative learning at Oakland has improved or
deteriorated over these years?
VARNER: Actually, we are in
our tenth year; it will be ten
years next July 1. And, as the
'younger generation" may not
realize, Oakland's first class of
570 freshmen had a sizeable proporation of "marginal students."
I would not want this to be a
generalized statement, because
we did have some very bright
students. We had a strange mixture that year: we had bright
students attracted here by the
excitement of the curriculum;
we had a larger block of students who were attracted here
because it was convenient and
inexpensive. These were students who were not quite sure
they wanted to go to college,
but had little to lose by coming
here, since it was close-by, and

they could live at home.
If you want to compare 1968
with 1959, there isn't any question in my mind: The environment for learning and creative
development is much better in
1968 than it was in 1959. We
have a much more diverse faculty, we have a better library
(although it isn't good enough).
We have a more diverse curriculum; we have a much wider
range of student interest within the student body. I am personally convinced that Oakland,
in 1968, is a much more productive learning center than it
was when it first opened in 1959.
ORIGINAL PLANS ADHERED TO

OBSERVER: Ten years ago,when
tne University was first conceived, some of the nation's top
educators met at the Meadow
Brook Seminars on Hire( Education to plan Oakland s unique
future. Some of their recommendations were to not compartmentalize education by creating
a c a demic departments and to
give a great deal of emphasis

to Non-Western studies. How well
has Oakland lived up to these and
other recommended goals?
VARNER: In some cases we have
lived up to the letter and to the
spirit of the recommendations:
in some cases we have lived up
to the spirit, but not the letter
of the recommendations: In some
cases, I would say we have lived
up neither to the letter, nor the
spirit, of the recommendations.
However, I was interested in
something Professor Cherno had
to say the other day. While looking at some of the early literature concerning Oakland University he had noticed how precisely Oakland University had
developed according to those
plans. There is a widespread attitude that Oakland has abandoned
those early goals. He was surprised to find that we had adheared so closely to those early
recommendations.
One area where we have departed from those early plans
is the dormitories. When the
plans were made, we were plan-

ning a small dormitory atmosphere here. Obviously, we have
departed from this. I would say
that in general we have followed
closely the plans set up 10 years
ago. There have been some departures.
CHANGES IN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

The language field is an area
of departure. I was, in the early
days, one of the strong proponents of a program which makes
it possible, perhaps even mandatory, that students who graduate from Oakland must be compitent in a field other than English.
It seemed to me desireable in the
world in which we now live. This
's the goal we had when we first
started Oakland. Students came to
us not very well equipped to cope
with this. Soon we found ourselves
plunging very bright language
professors into the business of
teaching beginning languages.
This was not particularly rewarding for them. It became apparent to us that students who
came here with one year of
Continued on page 2
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Policy on 'Non-Discrimination' Debated

by Michael Hitchcock
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on Campus Activitieofsposters for any event
SAB Members GivehaveViews
enough contact with

The Student Activities
Board is the main student
governing board on campus and is involved in the
planning and coordinating
of most student run activities. Some members of
the board see it as more-the basis for a future
student government. With
this question in mind The
Observer interviewed
several members of the
board to find out how they
see the role of the SAB
and in the future.
Dick Nichols, member
of the executive board, is
one of the strongest advocates of a greater role
for the SAB. He sees a
definite need for a centralized student government, a need which grows
every time the University
does. In Nichols view, it
is foolish to start from
nothing when there is an
existing structure which
can be built on an expanded, in this case the SAB.
He looks forward to
m any opportunities for
the board to bring student representation into
new facets of university
life. The main problem
he sees now is lack of
coordination between students involved in various
leadership positions.

One attempt to bring
great er coordination of
efforts is by bringing the
OC Board under control
of the SAB. At present
the OC Board is an autonomous body working directly with Dean Birch and
his staff. While plans are
still in the discussion
stage, they are leading
toward inclusion of the
OC Board as a committee of the University Activities Planning Committee. UAPC is currently
directing or coordinating
many of the student run
activities on campus.
While clubs which sponsor their own events
work with the UAPC, the
OC Board operates nearly independently.
Nichols views the
SAB's coordination of
club activities and getting
zlub leaders together as
an important step in eliminating confusion and
conflict.
Meryl Friedman,
chairman of UAPC, is not
quite as eager as Nichols
to see SAB in the role of
a student government. In
her view, the University
Is not ready for a centralized student government, mainly because the
students don't want it.
Miss Friedman thinks
that part of this may be
because the students don't

the SAB. She was concerned that although SAB
now has office hours everyday, few students
come by to discuss what
they want to see done.
The SAB office is open
every day for questions
and comments.
Shari Woolard, also of
the executive board, is
more interested in what
SAB is doing now than in

The first item on the
agenda was a resolution
to express sympathy to
the widow of Libor Velinsky. The assembly appioved the resolution by
standing for one minute of
silence in memory of Mr.
Velinsky.
The second item of business was the consideration of proposals on the
establishment of a Committee on Student Affairs; on an amendto the Constiment
tution of the Assembl y
dealing with the terms of
Office of members of the
standing committees; and
on another amendment
that would include student
representation of the Asembly's Executive Committee. These three proposals were all subsequently passed.
The final item considered at this meeting was
the so - called Burdick
proposal. After some
changes in the working
of the proposal, a final
form was unamiously adopted. The text of the approved proposal is as fol-

"During the present
period of increasing concern for the reactions ag a inst student activities
on college and university
campuses, the Assembly
of the College of Arts
and Sciences stronglydesires to reaffirm its confidence in the students of
Oakland University as responsive and responsible
members of the university community. It holds
the conviction that what-

ever vehicles the students
may elect to express their
concerns, they will express them in a manner
consistent with the democratic and humanitarian
principles on which this
university is based.Since
some universities have
reacted against student
pressures by creating re-

OSHKOSH, Wis. (CPS)
-- Wisconsin State University at Oshkosh has
tentatively expelled 91
black students who were
involved in a major disturbance last month, and
began its Thanksgiving
vacation six days early.
About 100 persons were
arrested Thursday, Nov.
21 on the campus, and
the university's administration building was damaged.
The disturbance started after UniversityPresident Roger Guiles refus ed to accept a list of demands from the black students, who number 111 out
of a total enrollment of
about 11,000.
The demands were for
more courses in black
culture, history and language. The students also
demanded a fund "to se-

press ive policies, we
wish to assert our belief
that an attitude which lays
undue stress on crises
and extraordinary behavior is likely itself to
contribute to the emergence of such behavior
and would only serve to
undermine the principles
of the university corn munity."

Booster Club Formed
By JOE DAVIDSON
Because of the feeling
that Oakland is "dead,''
a club is now being formed to apply artificial
respiration to the University. The Oakland Boosters Club will try to
promote and create interest and school spirit
in University activities;"
"We're going to try to
bring out the dormant
school spirit that embodies everyone's soul," is
the way Jeff Strassman,

and make sure they were
placed in assigned places.
A fine system now in affect in the OC would be
enforced throughout the
campus. Posters which
were of questionable content could be referred to
a review board to determine if they were obscene. Obscenity would
not be permitted and such
nosters would not be registered.

Blacks Make Demands at Wisconsin State

College of Arts and Sciences
Votes Confidence in Students
The Assembly of the
College of Arts and Sciences met for close to
2 1/2 hours on November
20.

what is to come.If change
does come, she believes
it will be 'by a natural
evolution and not a forced change.
She is currently working on a new poster policy to eliminate some of
the current problems
over what to do with posters that are not authorized. A new procedure,
not yet formally adopted,
would limit the number

one of the club's organizers, expressed its purpose.
Meetings will be held
every Thursday, at 7p.m.
in the conference room of
the Sports and Recreation Building. Already in
the planning are lunch
hour activities, such as
movies and dances. These
activities were scheduled
to begin this week.
For more information
contact Strassman at 3183
or Bill Schaiberger at
3067.

were serving as liasons
with the arrested students, and a legal adviser.
At about 2:30 a.m. Friday, it was officially announced that the Thanksgiving recess was being
moved up and extended,
and that all students had
to leave the dormitories
by 7 p.m.that night. Classes did not resume until
Dec. 2 (ten days after
the expulsions).
Thursday night the student senate adopted a ressolution r equesting that
the students involved in
the disturbances be retained at the university
until the matter has been
settled in the civil courts.

cure black speakers,purchase black literature and
aid the financing of the
Afro-American Center."
"Black students will
not be involved in a lengthy dialogue as to how
these demands will be
met," the statement said.
"We expect a written report on what concrete
form our demands will
assume, placed on the
desk of our counselors by
Friday, Nov 22, no later
than 10:30 a.m."
When they received a
negative response Thursday, the students marched into the administration
building and remained until their arrest by local
police.
The expulsions are tentative in that the students
are technically suspended
for 10 days, during which
they may request a formal
hearing. If the request
is not made, the students
are officially expelled. If
the hearing is requested,
they remain suspended
until the outcome of the
hearing is known.
The decision to expel
was reached in a three hour conference which included university administrators, the president of
the student body, several
faculty members who

Bail was set at $250
for each except one of
the 100 students. Father
James E. Groppi of Milwaukee, former adviser
of the NAACP Youth
Council and open housing
advocate in the city, appeared on the Oshkosh
campus and announced his
plans to raise bond for
all the arrested students.
Groppi had only enough
money with him Thursday
to post bond for one of
the students.
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Student Coalition Hosts Speaker on Grapes
By DAVID BLACK
Michigan's role in the
nation - wide grape boycott was the subject of
discussion at the Nov.
26, meeting of Oakland's
Student Coalition.
Sam Stark, of the United Farm Workers Orga ni zing Committee of
Michigan, began the session
supplying background information. Stark
characterized the present
efforts by Cesar Chavez
and his union as an attempt by "Mexican-Americans to organize themselves-through a union-b e t ter their conditions
and gain greater control
o v er those institutions
that presently govern
their lives." Stark emphasized that what is now
going on in the grape
fields of California is
more than just an effort
to form a union, but is
a cultural movement of

poor people trying to better their lives."
It was explained that
the movement began with
a successful strike and
signing of collective bargaining agreements with
thia.California wine industry. The grape growers
were the next target for
the union organizers and
when the grape growers
refused to bargain in good
faith, Chavez called his
men out of the fields.
Stark estimated - that 8090% of the workers chose
to leave the fields and
thus lose their only
source of income in the
hope of someday bettering conditions.
At this point the growers moved to suppress
the strike. A court injunction was secured that
limited picketing to one
picket every 200feet. The
workers found, after several pickets had been

Injured, that this arrangement didn't protect the
safety of the strikers; efforts at picketing were
then called off.
The 'growers also began to bring in "greencarders" and other Mexicans to pick their crops.
Green-carders are only
supposed to be used as a
supplementary workforce

and it is illegal to use
them as strike-breakers.
So far the Federal Government has made no conclusive effort to enforce
the law and stop the flow
of illegal labor from South
of the border.
Faced with this response by the growers
and faced with the fact
that agricultural workers

are not covered by the
Wagner Labor Relations
Act and thus cannot be
assured of free, binding
U nion elections, a nationwide grape boycott
was a last resort: the only
alternative was to turn
to the use of violence,
but Chavez has insisted

Grape Boycott Background
Ed. Note: Father Gerald
O'Bee prepared the following background inform at ion from material
supplied by the Farm
Organizing
Workers
Committee.
Cesar Chavez established in 1962 the National
Farm Workers Association. In September 1965,
a strike against 34 grape
gr owers commenced in
the area of Delano, Calif.
In June, 1966 the NFWA
signed the first contract
between field workers and
their employer (Schenley
Industries) in the history
of farm labor in the United States. As of April,
1968, other union contracts have been signed
with Di Giorgio, PerelliMinetti, Goldberg, Christian Brothers, Novitiate,
Alamden and Gallo.
Currently the union's
major activity is directed against the Guimarra
Vineyards, Inc., the largest grower of table
grapes in the United
States. As of July, 1967,
805 of the workers in Giumarra's ranch had signed
cards authorizing the
United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee,
AFL-CIO, to act as their
bargaining agent. On August 3, 1967, 950 of Giumarr a's 1,000 workers
walked out on strike. Giumarra began recruiting
illegal Mexican nationals. An international boycott against table grapes
of Giumarra Vineyards,
Inc., was begun by the
union in August, 1967 in
15 major cities in the United States and Canada.
Giumarra then began using labels of others growers (some pasted on top
of his own) to foil the
effectiveness of the boycott. By December, he
was using. 105 different
labels.
Because of the mislabeling fraud, in January,
1968 the boycott Of ALL
CALIFORNIA TABLE
GRAPES began with the
exception of the Di Giordio Corp. The strike
against Giumarra and other Delano grape growers has been certified
as a labor dispute by the
United States Department
of Labor and by the State
of California. CIaudi Carranza, an agent of Giumarra, has been convic-

ted in Federal court of
illegally recruiting Mexican nationals. Giumarra
has been charged and convicted of 23 counts of
violations of the regulations affecting minors in
agriculture.
Agriculture is the second largest industry in
California and yet the average income for afarm
worker in California is
$1,500 per year. Sixtyone percent of farm workers (390,000) are NOT
covered by the 1966 Public Law 89-601which extends the federal minimum wage provisions to
farm workers. Farm
workers are specifically
excluded from the National Labor Relations Act
passed in 1935.
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bargain of all imported cars.

(MUSICAL & PLAIN)
$50.00
worth of receipts

Large variety of stuffed
animals from $254150.00
of cleaning receipt

Free Sewing Kits With Any
dry cleaning order
MON.-FRI.
SAT.

8-5
10-3

IN BASEMENT OF O.C. across from restrooms

Car and Driver Magazine says. "The
BMW 16001s the best $2500 car
we've ever tested,and the BMW 2002
is most certainly the best $2850
sedan in the whole cotton-picking
world!" Want to see why? Visit
your BMW dealer today..

$2,597
P.O.E. New York

PONTIAC SPORTS CAR
467 Auburn Ave Pontiac, Michigan
Phone 335- 1511

• ,.
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on campus
By NANCY KNIGHT
December 6—SWIMMING MEET--Notre Dame at South
Bend. BASKETBALL--Mercy College at Detroit, 7:30
13.1n•
FILM--"A Man For All Seasons," 8 and 10 p.m.,
Admission 500.
THEATRE--"The Magistrate," at Me ado wbrook
Theatre, 8:30 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS --"The Princess and the Frog"
December 7—SWIMMING MEET—Eastern Michigan
Relays at Ypsilanti, 7 p.m.
PARTY--Christmas tree decorating party in the
O.C. Lounge, 8 p.m.
FILM--"A Man For All Seasons," 8 p.m.
BASKETBALL--Univ. of Chicago-there, 8 p.m.
CONCERT--University Chorus Concert, 8:30 p.m.
IM Bldg.
OFF CAMPUS--"The Three Penny Opera," straight
from the Poison Apple in Detroit, 9 p.m.
December 8--FILMS--"A Man for All Seasons," 8
p.m. INDIAN POETRY AND DRAMATIC READING.
co-sponsored by Linguistics Department and Student
Enterprise Theatre. To be held in the Barn Theatre.
December 10—THIRDMEDICALSYMPOSIUM SERIES-Continuing Education-"Some Current Concepts in
Endrocrinology."
December II—CONCERT-0.U. Concert Series presents: Takako Nishizaki, violinist, at 8:30 p.m.

flicks
SUMMIT--2001-A Space Odyssey (only a iew weeks
left.
STUDIO NORTH--Hour of the Wolf
STUDIO I--Venom
STUDIO 8--The Two of Us
STUDIO NEW CENTER--A Flea in Her Ear
Student rates of $1.25 Monday and Tuesday, at all
Studio Theatres. Student I.D.'s required.

acts
CHESS MATE--Livernois at Six Mile (862-1554)
Robert Jason will be here Friday and Saturday night
along with Mary Hazel. Admission is $3. The Chess
Mate features after hours blues and jazz till 4:30
a.m. This weekend the Fabulous Thunders are featured.
The admission for after hours is $2.
CROWS NEST EAST--31059 Harper (294-6670)
Friday night the Rotary Connection will be doing their
thing along with the Attack. Admissions is $2.50.
On Saturday Bob Seger will be kicking out the jams
along with the Tisch. Admission is $2.
GRANDE BALLROOM-Grand River near Joy(834-9348)
T he
,Friday night
line - up for this weekend is:

Canned Heat and the amilton Face Band. Admission is $3.75. On Saturday it's the same bill,
and the same admission.
You must be 17 for both
nights. On Sunday, Teagarden and Van Winkel,
along with the Hamilton
Face Band, at $2.50. This
is a no age limit concert
from 7-11.
THE RAVEN GALLERY2901 Greenfield (353 1778) Steve Gillette will
be appearing this week
only. Shows are at 9:30
and 10:30, with an extra
performance at 11:30 on
Friday and Saturday
night. Cover charge is
$1 . 5 0 weekni ght s and
$2.50 weekends. Closed
Monday.

lecture
December 9--AFRO
AMERICAN LECTURE
SERIES--The topic of this
lecture is "Miseducation
and Afro-American History." The speaker will
be Lerone Bennett, Jr.
You can hear Mr.Bennett
at the Hayes Jones Community Center at 7:30
p.m.

film
Newsreel films including the hour long "Revolt at Colombia." Jerry
Long of the newsreel will
also talk about Colombia
and Movement Film-Making. Friday, December
6, 3 p.m., 195 SCI, sponsored by SDS.

the draft
Up tight with the Draft?
Frank Ford, a Detroit
area draft counselor, will
be available for draft counseling every Wednesday
from 2-4 p.m. in Room
126 O.C.

Co Op Housing Grows on Campuses
WASHINGTON, CPS--One of the littlenoted facets of the student drive for independence and control over their own
institutions is a small but growing cooperative housing movement among students and young people on campuses and
in cities.
Wanting to escape from dormitories with
their "long corridors of faceless doors
and faceless rooms," and trying to find
and inexpensive way to live in a congenial group, many students have started "co-ops" ranging in size from five
to fifty. Some of them have expanded
from simple sharing of food and shelter
to starting "free universities" within
their communities. Co-ops at such schools
as the Universities of Michigan and Wisconsin have been running for more than
30 years.
Students own more than two hundred
cooperatives in the United States; in
Canada, co-ops have been built on every
university campus, and Toronto alone has
more than 30. One of those expanded into
Rochdale College when its residents set
up classes and invited professors to teach
them.
A new organization, the North American Student Cooperative League, has been
tet up in Washington to serve as an information center for existing coops and to
promote new ones. Its staff contains experts on the architecture, mechanics
and psychology of co-operative living;
and it is holding a conference next week
for students who want to learn more about
setting up a co-op.
The League's director, Norman Glassman, who defines a cooperative as "a
living environment owned and operated
by the people who live in it," thinks universities will become more free as the
space in which students live becomes
more free."
He says the cooperative housing movement has grown as students realize that
owning their own "space," rather than

living in administration-controlled space
like dormitories, is a major step toward
changing their education. They choose
cooperatives, rather than one or two-man
apartments, because "they want to learn
to live and share with other human beings."
The movement, Glassman thinks, grew
out of the same frustration that motivated the hippies to establish communities, and was influenced by their "cornmunitarianism."
Cooperatives do not take after hippie
communities when it comes to propertysharing, however. Most have some common space in a large house and share
food and cleaning chores, but few hold
all money and property in common.
The co-op housing movement may turn
into a boom, as even the federal government recognizes its legitimacy. The Inter-Cooperative Council at the University of Michigan recently received a $1
million loan from the Department of Housing and Urban Development to build a
cooperative residence--marking the first
time HUD has given money to a student
group to build student housing.
The Student Cooperative League hopes
through its conference to "impress on us
both our need and our ability to control
the environment we live in." With such
speakers as psychoanalyst and author Dr.
Erich Fromm, Barcus Raskin of the Institute for Policy Studies, and many organizers of co-ops in the U.S. and Canada, the conference will include workshops on designing, financing and running co-ops as well as discussions of the
philosophy behind them.
The League sees their project as one
that is especially relevant to campuses
now, but also as one that could have a
far-reaching effect r city planning and
ghetto problems. They call low rent cooperative housing a "viable alternative
to absentee lar.dlordism"--giving people
a direct stake in their residence and how
it is run.

stage
LIVING THEATRE--Three performances are offered
by this controversial acting company led by Julian
Beck and Judith Malina: All performances 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $4.50 and $3.50, and the performances
will take place in the Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium. Dec. 12-"Mysteries and Smaller Piedes,"
1n
14-"Frankenstein." For
hdrD
c..
p.
oe
Dec. 13-"Antigone," ad
832-2730.
call
further information
On December 11 and 13 there will be a "DropIn" in Vandenberg multi-purpose room. On Wednesday, it will be held in the morning, starting at
10:30 and on Friday it wII1 start at 11:00 and go on
Into the afternoon. One and all are welcome. Just
Drop -In.

Legislature v.s. Universities
By ROGER PALMS
THE STATE NEWS
Partisan politics is blamed by some people as the
reason for the Michigan Legislature's attempts to
interfere in the internal affairs of the university.
MSU, Wayne State and U of M have labeled "unconstitutional" some of the public acts passed by
the legislature.
These public acts have sections forbidding the
increase of non-resident enrollment by more than five
percent. A $600 cutback in appropriations is threatened for "each non-resident student enrolled in violation of this section."
The universities are forbidden to enter into selfliquidating projects like residence halls without legislative approval. New or expanded programs without
the approval of the legislature are forbidden.
Six months after the trustees and regents of the
three universities filed suit against the state legislature charging that these acts are unconstitutional,
the Michigan House of Representatives passed another
resolution against the universities.
House Resolution 277 stated that the universities
would receive cutbacks in their appropriations in
proportion to the number of "riotous and undisciplined
students" on the campus.
"That was a threat. We have no control over the
trustees," Phillip Pittenger, R-Lansing, said, who
Is one of the sponsors of the resolution.
Newly elected James
Brown, R-Lansing, said,
"This is the only way
that the taxpayers can
on the use of non-violent
control the institution."
techniques.
Lt. Gov. William G.
The boycott effort in
Milliken thought that
Detroit area has centhe
these actions by the legaround trying to
tered
islature were not meant
convince the major chain
to embarrass the trusstores--A & P Farmer
tees.
Jacks, Kroger, etc.--to
Milliken said that there
discontinue sales of Calwould probably be more
grapes. Within the
ifornia
legislathe
by
attempts
weeks this local
few
past
ture to control the unihas gained
movement
versities through the
success and
considerable
purse strings but added
Stark estimates that 75%
that the legislature could
of all Michigan grapes
not do this constitutionsales have been stopped.
ally.

Con't. from 4

MEN'S
CLOTHING
JEWELRY
HOOKAS
PAPER

PIPES
HEAD ITEMS
UNDERGROUND
RECORDS &
TAPES
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The Rolling Stones:
Down Home Again
By MARK ALLEN
The overall tone of the Rolling Stones latest album
"Beggar's Banquet" is, as the title of this review implies, a very down home approach to music, from the
basic rvthm of "Sympathy for the Devil" done in a
style of black magic, to the worns of "Salt of the Earth",
In which Mick Japer proposes a toast "to the hard working people" and 'a prayer to the common foot soldier."
This recent sound is not a step backwards into their
old style of blues as on their album "The Rolling Stones
Now", but an improvement on a good thing. In their early
days, the Stones were one of the best white blues groups
around anywhere. Even while most of their music was
the blues of American Black people, it was obvious that
they had a feeling for this music and it was coming
from deep inside. It was here that they got their reputation as a rough, grimy, group of boys.
It is that same feeling for simple black blues that
shows up in two of their latest cuts "Prodigal Son"
and "Parachute Women". Both these songs will remind you of blues guitarists like Mississippi John
Hurt and Lightnin' Hopkins.
The Stones also prove that they have a grasp of country music in their song "Dear Doctor", in which Mick,
backed up by a hawaiian guitar, sings about a shotgun wedding that his mother is getting him drunk
for, when his bride runs off to Virginia with his cou-sin Lew.
To quote Susan Lyndon: "The master of the suggestive lyric, the sensuous grunt , the sneering voice,
and the man with the diction capable of insinuating
the most profound disgust and corruption is, after all,
Mick Jagger."
Consistant with their reputation is Mick and Keith's
song "Stray Cat Blues," a good example of profound
disgust and corruption. Singing to a fifteen year old
girl, Mick says: 'bet your mama don't know you can
bite like that."
The Stones have always been social critics: "Mothers
Little Helper,
"19th Nervous Breakdown," and now
"Street Fighting Man", with Mick's attack on the establishment: "Hey, the time is right for a violent revolution".
The variety of musical and lyrical styles on "Beggar's Banquet" prove that the Stones are not restricted to one idiom. It is a combination of many of the
Stones' strong points: for example, blues and social
criticism that have made them a way of life for their
fans.

THE STONES
IN DRAG
RUSS GIBB PRESENTS

MULTIMEDIA
INDIAN POETRY
MUSIC &

Canned Heat
Hamilton Face
Friday aid Saturday

DANCE
INDIAN SWEETS

our bag

IN DETROIT

& COFFEE

admission
$3.50

Teagarden
and
Van Winkle

8:30 P.M. BARN THEATRE

Sioday

DECEMBER 8 & 9

Admission
$2.50

DONATION 25¢

GRANDE

_ BOOK-O-RA MA

INTRODUCING

Over 3,000 paperback titles
best selles, classics, reference

A TOTALLY
NEW AND
UNIQUE

BALLROOM
8952 GRAND RIVER
Phone 834-9384
or 834-4904

Open 9:30 - 9 Mon. - Sat.
10:30 - 8 Sunday

CONCEPT

13645
Mi.
W.-91ileak
Park,
Och
398-4764

IN
STUDENT
DISCOUNT

12 NORTH SAGINAW
IN DOWNTOWN PONTIAC

BUYING !!!

MATINEES DAILY
Open 11:45 A.M.
lowers the cost of student life from 10 to 50%

•
iii
••
Join now•
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR

Student Activity Office
.hiP_211T AND MAIL IN COUPON BELOW
S
QD.

Show Starts 12:00 Noon
Continuous-334-4436

YOU MUST BE 18 — PROOF IS REQUIRED
A DIFFERENT BREED OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Oisco-set

ANNUAL FEE:
$3.00

Includes Disco-Set Directory
& Disco-Data Magazine

YEAR: Fresh-Soph
(circle) Jr. Sr. Other
Please Find Enclosed, My Cash ( ) Check ( ) Money Order ( )
Sex: M ( ) F ( )
State

City
OU

atm)mit

Data of Birth

Name
Address

Zip Code

Signature
P. 0. BOX 1262—A

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48232

Ill DOT VOURIN
PLUS 2nd ADULT HIT!

tialttat•
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'Yellow Submarine' Limitless Animation
•

•

by DENNIS RAYMOND
THE FIFTH ESTATE

that hasn't been done better at one time
or another by any number of animators
including Joruan Belson, Yoji Kuri,Bruno
Bozzeto, Walerian Borwczyk, and Jan
Svankmajer (all of whom were represented in the Kinetic Art film series earlier
this year at the Art Institute).
But it's the composite grandeur and
elegance of Heinze Eldermann's breathtaking imagery that lifts this film to such
exhilarating heights. Two or three scenes
are a bit overdone and become rather
tiresome, and a lot of the dialogue should

"Once upon a time, or maybe twice, there was an
earthly paradise called Pepperland, which existed
80,000 leagues beneath the sea..."
And so it was, a land of brilliant color and elegant
people and lilting music, with words such as "love"
and "know" and "yes" dotted about the landscape.
But Pepperland had enemies, the Blue Meanies,
who hated music and bombarded Pepperland with
rockets and Apple Bonkers and Hidden Persuaders
and Snapping Turtle Turks and an evil flying Blue
Glove.
They drove out the music and the color and lett
only the gray, tearful people in silence.
But one Pepperlander did escape, a man named
Old Fred, by taking off in the enshrined Yellow
Submarine to find help.
And thus begins the odyssey of Old Fred, his
Submarine, the Beatles, and assorted friends and
fiends, culminating in the triumphant reconquest of
Pepperland by music and love and John, Paul, George,
and Ringo.
To say that The Yellow Submarine is the best
animated feature film since Fantasia or Snow White
is to give Walt Disney credit he just doesn't deserve.
Future generations will realize what Disney gave to
the world in technique was more than offset by the
severe limitations he forced upon the art of animation.
To see the Yellow Submarine is to recognize at
once the extremely limited scope of Disney's animation, with all his painfully detailed and realistic
characters who just might as well be photographs.
Submarine, if nothing else, is a liberation of the
imaginative powers of animation.
So everyone's running around shouting that The
Yellow Submarine is some kind of breakthrough in
animation technique. Well, it may appear so to those
whose diet begins and ends with Disney.
But in fact there is no achievement in this film

go, but this is more than compensated
for by the richness of the images. The
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds" number, patterned after the extravagant Busby Berkeley musicals, is pure visual alchemy.
No, The Yellow Submarine is not a
great movie, as I'm sure some will
claim. And I doubt that it will become a
perennial classic like some of the Disney products: it's just too dated. But
it really is a nice movie to have, to
see, and to remember.

-4
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Beatles...Beatles...Beatles...
by MARTIN WOLF

The Beatles have anew
album, and what an album. Like Sargeant Pepper, it is an album where
one first finds one cut he
delights in, then another,
until a year later, usually
finds oneself liking the
entire album. The Beatles occupy a unique position in popular music:
anything they record will
sell several million copies. They can do no wrong.
They are fully aware of
their privileged position,
and use it to its fullest
advantage. They are constantly incorporating ele-

ments into their music
which do not come through
at first listening, knowing
that they will get a second
chance. They have
branched out so widely
that they are now capable
of playing country-west e r n, electronic, hardrock, oldtime musichall
and other styles with
great competence and
with their own distinctive sound. They perhaps
do more things on one
album than anyone else
could possibly hope to.
They delight at poking sly
and not so sly fun at

"IN" CLOTHING
MORE, MORE, MORE
BELL BOTTOMS - SHIRTS - ROBES - ARMY SURPLUS
HAND MADE SUEDE EMBROIDERED VESTS
INDIAN BEDSPREADS - JEWELRY

The

Jr90

eTh

201 5.LJooduard
In the Continental Market
Across from the Birmingham Show

13irmncsha

everyone, using nude pictures and very obvious
cops, such as on "Back
in the USSR" where they
imitate Chuck Berry and
the Beach Boys. But when
one tires of all the fanfare, a core of incredibly
good music remains.
For the Beatles, this
is a summing-up album.
Like most great artists
they have developed in
period. On this album,
they do a little of all they
have previously done. But
it is more than a rehash,
It is a new period in itself-a total command of
vast musical resource.
Their self-imitations are
fine songs in their own
right. They have returned
to hard rock, and show
that they can do it superbly, and ,have not at all
abandoned their lyrical
quality.
Of the cuts on the Album, Rocky Racoon emerges as my favorite.
They tred the edge of
the maudlin while simultaneously mocking it. I
also like -Why don't we
do it in the road," simply
because of its jovial raunchy sound.
The album as a totality
is uneven. It does not
show the careful planning
of "Sgt. Pepper" and
there tends to be a disparity between the quality of some of the tunes.
Also, several sound quite
similar. I might have preferred a single album,
but it is not a stuffed
album, all of the cuts
are good, even for the
Beatles.
This record was reviewed courtesy of Discount Records.
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"Clarion Comment" and University Response
Clarion Comment

On Thursday, Nov. 21, the Rochester Clarion wrote an editorial attacking The
e
Oakland Observer. The Clarion charged that The Observer was "a mouthpiec
for SDS." Three separate letters were sent to The Clarion in response to their
.
editorial. To date The Clarion has only printed the letter from Mrs. Williamson

SDS Gains Voice By Default

Observer Response

Clarion Misleads Readers

Editor, Rochester Clarion:
It is not often that we are critical of what goes on at Oakland Uninewspaper generally reWhile the editorial page is one place in a y free to express your
many things to happen there that are not
versity. We can fully
certainl
shment."
hment.' On the other hand, there are served for opinion, and you are most
establis
fully approved by the "establi
newspaper should have some
that are a benefit to the entire views, opinions expressed anywhere in a
there
itiek
l
opportun
many wonderfu
"Clarion Comment' concerning the relation
community and we remain iftatified that the institution is within our basis in fact. Your last
the Students for a Democratic Society and
of
of the Oakland chapter
midst.
Oakland Observer, contains several errors
But we cannot help but comment on the evolution this year of the the student newspaper, The
to your readers.
known
made
be
"student newspaper." We put that in quotes because we are not con- of fact that should
on, The Oakland Observer, has adpublicati
"The
that
student
the
for
write
You
designed
it
is
or
that
er
vinced that it is a newspap
Students for a Democratic Society .
the
by
over
taken
mittedly been
body.
the editors of The Observer are
The publication, The Oakland -Observer, has admittedly been taken This just simply isn't true. None of
nor do any of The Observer's
Chapter,
SDS
s
Oakland'
been
has
SDS
of
members
over by the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). The
ng SDS activities or even
organizi
either
all but labeled subversive and at least must be tagged as dupes of editors make a habit of
meeting.
its
to
going
subversive elements.
for SDS."
You also claim that The Observer is a "mouthpiece
The eight-page tabloid fails to really report much campus news, InThis page
issue.
8
Nov.
the
the front page of
stead, it is a mouthpiece for the SDS. For instance, the Nov. 8 issue The evidence cited is
for
nt
Change."
"Moveme
entitled
feature
-article
(following the election) had a front page devoted entirely to opinions of was devoted to a two
of these articles subone
from
quote
to
chose
editorial
your
While
"
for
nt
Change.
and editor and of an instructor regarding "Moveme
ng that even
titled against the system," you chose to neglect mentioni system."
Here are a few excerpts from the associate editor's piece:
the
"within
article
the accompanying
"We of the Left, will continue to disrupt and confront the establish- more space was alotted
an interview with two Oakland faculty members
was
article
latter
The
te
which
forces
perpetra
those
impotent
render
to
ng
ment, attempti
by tryingto reform the Democratic Party,
change
for
working
were
who
pros
will
c
the evils of our present system. . .The syn'tboli bombing
Thus the feature tried to give both sides
system.
party
bably continue. More individuals will make the leap of conscious corn- not destroy the
you chose to emphasize only that which seemed to
mittment to the use of violence as a tactic. Depending upon the reac- of a timely issue;
that The Observer and SDS were really one and
case
your
en
tion of the government(remember 1953), those more vocal and active strength
individuals who attempt to organize resistance may very well be forced the same.
Your editorial goes on to charge. "the issue is overladen with other
underground. The polarization will be pervasive. Whatever arguments
SDS elections,editorials, and a story with pictures about
may be forwarded against the use of violence, I think one can only stories about
Strikes' ". While it is indeed true that there was a
High
er
'Rochest
hope that the number of innocent people injured or killed will be minifairly long story about SDS's day-long election activities (not "the
mal."
as you put it), it was a news story, not the "farThe issue is overladen with other stories about the SDS election, SDS election",
nda" you would lead your readers to believe. You also
editorials and a story and pictures about "Rochester High Strikes." left propaga
some objection to printing news concerning the Rocheshave
to
seem
We have talked with several OU students who are disgusted with
walkout. Are we to understand, then, that you do not
student
ter High
having the "far left" propaganda stuffed down their throats each
all the news that takes place, but only the news
printing
in
believe
week. In fact, we doubt that the vast majority of students sanction
e of"?
you
"approv
which
such journalism. There is nothing wrong with a campus newspaper
In criticizing The Observer for presenting issues and news which
attaining a balance of "left" and "right" opinions on the editorial
rather not hear about, you failed to mention some of the other
you'd
pages, but the Observer makes no attempt to confine its opinions articles that were also included in that Nov. 8 edition: a news article
to the editorial page.
r this describing the new plan for the University's summer school, a story
We understand that the SDS took over the Oakland Observe
who
stu- on a lecturer coming to campus, another reporting on a lecturer
student
year by default. There just was no interest on the part of other
week's
the
last
of
review
a
was
there
here;
been
had
already
dents with differing views. OU has no journalism department. Many play, a full eight-page section of book reviews and literary criticollege newspapers are operated as an arm of journalism classes. cisms, and, remarkably, a story about the emergence of a second
The Observer is not operated by the university. The university, newspaper on campus, The Meadow Brook Press.
as a courtesy gesture, has always collected fees from students to
If you had read the editorial page instead of just criticizing us for
turn over to the newspaper for its operation.
one, you would have noticed that one of the three editorials suphaving
During recent weeks, a competitive newspaper called the Meadow- ported the right of this new paper to have the same distribution rights
It
ce.
an
appearan
brook Press, stenciled on a typewriter has made
on campus that we enjoy. And if you had presented the facts straight,
does not enjoy the student fee revenue and will find the financial
you would not have stated that Rochester merchants who formerly
merr
Rocheste
road rough. But we do find one encouraging thing.
ed in The Observer have switched to the Meadow Brook
advertis
chants who formerly advertised in the Observer have switched to Press". For you have implied that the switch is a general trend,
the Meadowbrook Press.
e the stranglehold when in fact only two merchants who used to advertis in The ObThere appears to be only one answer to eliminat
university to stop server now advertise in the Meadow Brook Press.
the
for
is
That
r.
Observe
that the SDS has on the
rook Press-Mea!owb
While we have no objection to your newspaper editorializing against
collecting student fees and switching them to the
an our own, we feel that at least you should be accurate in stating the
in
back
news"
the
put
to
willing
is
that
on
or any other publicati
facts of the matter. We can only conclude from your last editorial
Oakland Univ rsitv news.a.er.
that you don't know anything about Oakland SDS or The Observer.
Rather, you are engaging in a game of name-calling typical of the
y era --- a technique long ago discredited.
McCarth
CLARION
OBSERVER NAIVE, REFORMIST
Peace,
Letter from SDS to Clarion:
IN
ERROR
Your recent editorial, appearing in
Mike Honey
Dear Sir:
Dave Black
your Nov. 21 issue, on SDS and The
I wish to point out that Norm Harper
Oakland Observer contains numerous misyour editorial on the OAK- Editors, The Oakland Observer
statements of fact; these mistakes need
LAND
OBSERVER ("SDS
public.
to be made
anyone not agreeing with the priby Default")
Gins
Voice
that
you
First, whoever admitted to
nciples of democracy as interSDS controlled The Observer was not
can only worsen Rochespreted by, well, anyone else at
ter-Oakland University recorrect since there is not a single memall; or obscene" as applied to
ber of Oakland SDS on the editorial staff
lations, and I therefore
anything that doesn't agree with
plead with you to refrain
of The Observer.
someone else's ideas of propriThe editors of The Observer are not
from passing further
ety; these are examples of lajudgements on specific inmembers of the Oakland SDS, do not
beling. When the act of labeling
ternal affairs of the Uniattend its meetings, or participage in its
is completed, thinking ends. I
ver sity.
decision-making process, financially supk think it s pretty instructive to
port the chapter, nor do they speak for
see The Observer as an example
THE OAKLAND OBSERor represent SDS in any way.
of labeling; ask the editor of the
VER is not written for the
The Observer certainly is not a mouthRochester Clarion, for example.
good people of Rochester,
piece for SDS. In 10 issues there have
From the appearance of his arBRUCE TONKIN
but for the University com- By
been 4 articles, 3 describing SDS proguments, it would seem that he,
munity. If they don't like
grams, films, etc. One was an editorial
has found it easier to latoo,
recently
Ed. Note: Bruce Tonkin,
SDS.
on
s
to
change
Comment
them
to
up
it's
Hare's
it,
State
of
to think.
than
Sec.
on
bel
returned from the Army, is now
it through whatever proof that. It's time to
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Response to Williamson's 'Ivory Tower'

Sir:
I should like briefly to
comment on Professor
W illiamson's essay of
your Nov.15th issue.Professor Williamson pre sents a reasoned and balanced defense of the
"ivory tower syndrome,"
as he chooses to call it.
But as well - conceived
as is his defense, it nonetheless reflects the dilemma inherent in the University-Society relationship.
On the one hand, as he
truly state% the university exists to teach peo ple how to learn from experience - - both past and
present." Put differently,
universities are the repositories and disseminators of knowledge for
society; they perform the
crucial function of "socialization," in that they
serve as the training
grounds for those who go
on to "run" society. In
this capacity, one might
argue, universities ought
to be relatively autonomous institutions, free
from the normative and
int el lectual constraints
which are operative in
the larger society. For
only under conditions of
such autonomy can the
intellectual activity central to the function of
the university take place.
This, then, ought to absolve universities from
taking (particularly political) stands on social
issues. Thus runs, in my
understanding at least,
the traditional argument
to which Professor Williamson alludes.
On the other hand, the
university does not exist
apart from society. There
may have been a time in
history when universities
could maintain a high degree of autonomy vis a
vis the societies they served, but this autonomy
seems clearly to have
been eroded as the development of technology,
and concommitant large
scale, functionally relat ed organizations, took
place. In our times, the
multi-versity has emerged as an institution which
directly serves both the
polity and the economy.
(I mean specifically the
uses of the university by

big government and big
business alike in contemporary America).
Clearly, it seams to me,
when one sees the increasing dependence of universities on research and
training grants awarded
directly from both government and business, one
is struck by the notion
that the sanctity of the
ivory tower is being invaded from all sides. And
such a situation heightens
the need for moral judgement as never before.
Let me underline the
dilemma with some examples, those raised by
Professor Williamson
himself. It is all very
well to avoid pronouncements on as momentous
an issue as that of the
Vietnam War. But if a
university does so while
at the same time accepting a contract to do warrelated Defense Dept. research, it is effectively
taking a stand on one
side of the issue. How can
a university accept an
0E0 research or training grant without in effect taking a stand on
the manner in which those
funds
are dispersed
(some assert cynically
that more poverty money
has gone to social scientists than to the poor
them selves).
Now the issue of buying grapes, given the current situation in California, is slightly different,
I suppose, in that this
university has no direct
connection with the opposing interests involved
there. That is, for example, we are not conducting a study on how to
grow better grapes,or the
like. We are, however,
buying California grapes.
Thus, while some debate
the issue as to whether
we ought to take a stand
on this problem of grapepickers versus vinyard
owners, we seem already
to be taking a stand in
favor of the latter. And
this despite the individual
sentiments of some University Senate members,
as reported by Professor
Williamson, to tne ettect
that the California situation is one of "gross social injustice." An irony
of ironies!

In short, the university is an institution inextricably bound up with
the rest of society, a
fact which some proponents of the "ivory tower" view (Professor
Williamson not among
them, I hasten to conclude) would wish to deny.
The university is inevitably affected by, and
can affect, politics. It
participates directly in
the economy as a buyer
and seller. In this context it bears the responsibility for its actions,
or their lack, as does
any other institution, vis
a vis society as a whole.
P r ofessor Williamson
does us a service in providing certain guidelines
upon which to base our
actions. He suggests that
the university does have
certain interests of its
own despite the fact of

its integration into society as a whole. It behooves a universitytopay
attention to and act upon
those larger societal issues which most crucially
affects its existence and
the fulfilment of its functions. My only argument
with him here is that of
degree. We must accept
the fact that, now more
than ever before, a wide
range of social issues affect the university most
directly, inasmuch as the
university as an institution is a participant in
t h o se spheres of action
which it formerly eschewed. The older view of
the "ivory tower" relationship between University and Society would
seem at best to be naively held. It would be far
better interpreted in
terms of maintainging
those interests particular

to the university vis a vis
the interests of society,
where these two sets of
interest diverge. This in
turn requires a broad
conception of its interests and how these are
related to large social
issues. The problems of
self - interested and or
moral judgement will admittedly be multiplied.
But not to recognize and
confront these problems
as an institution will at
best put the university
in the position of the ostrich with its head in the
sand. At worst, it will allow the university to be
used by other societal in
used by other societal institutions in a manner inimical to its highest traditional values as well as
to its self - preservation interests.
Peter J. Bertocci
Department of Scoiology

Free Enterprise is NOT Censorship
To Whom it may Concern:
The Bill of Rights of the Constitution
of the United States of America, reads:
"Congress shall make no law. . .abridgeing the freedom of speech or of the press."
It is only governments that can censor,
because only governments have an exclusive monopoly on the use of force; a force
which is to be used only in retaliation
towards those who initiate it's use; aforce
whose function is to protect the individual
rights of individual people.
Observe that the Constitution places
limitations on the government, not the
people.
A disagreement of ideas is not censorship.
It is not censorship when a private individual refuses to finance any undertaking
with which he disagrees.
It is not censorship when a publisher
refuses to print trash, whether that trash
is contained in a repulsive book, or in a
repulsive newspaper. It is integrity.
A printing press is privately owned,
to be used exclusively by and for it's
owner.
Every person has the right to his ideas.
He does not have the right to somebody
elses means of communication to make
his ideas known, whether it be a microphone, or a printing press.
The right of free speech, means the
right to advocate any idea, and to bear the
consequences of his actions i.e. disagreement, opposition, unpopularity, di§approval, ostracism, etc. .
The function of the government is to
protect minorities from forcible suppression—not to guarantee agreement.

The government is to protect the dissenter from force, not opposition.
When one moves into the realm of public
Institution, t h e principle remains the
same, (only becomes more difficult due
to the enormous contradictions inherent
in the concept "Public Property.")
Theoretically, the owners of a State
University are the taxpayers. Either directly, or indirectly, a Board of Trustees,
or a Board of Regents is appointed or
elected whose purpose is to act as the
agents of the taxpayers.
A student has a right to expect that
he will not be subjected to gutter or
barnyard language which the owner of a
semi-decent barroom would not stand for,
and who would bounce it's proponents out
of his establishment. The Boaru of Trustees, or the Administration has the same
right.
The reason for ascribing to private individuals a concept pertainable only to the
government, is obvious: it serves to obliterate the true meaning of the word censorship.
Please keep in mind, that it is only
the government that can censor; private
individuals who disagree, cannot forcibly
supress those who they disagree with.
If it is force to refuse to deal with an
irrational person, or idea, then it is also
force to try to defend oneself from the
brute who attempts to rob or murder you.
To avoid force in this context, the proper solution is the function of a governmental dictatorship.
Contradictions do not exist.
Ronald Anthony Schlaff
24975
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Dear Sir:
I would like to balance
Mr. Colton's fan letter
to Dr. Morton ("Mortoni
A u g enstein on Panel,'
Observer, Nov. 22, 1968)
with some remarks in favor of Dr. Augenstein's
position. Dr. Morton is
quoted as saying: "This
is what civilization is:
management and not decision making." On the
face of it, that is clearly
an absurd statement; Dr.
Morton is either ill quoted or was at a momentary loss for the right
words. If his point is that
an industrial society has a
new kind of moral problem--namely the making
of corporate decisions-that is fair enough. How-

s Position
Prof. Supports Augenstein'
ever, it only means that
decision making is required at both the personal and corporate level for many people today. Hence his point sustains rather than. denies
Dr. Augenstein's point
that decision making is
inevitable, that to postpone a decision is, in effect, to make a decision,
for example, regarding an
abortion. To postpone a
decision about an abortion
is, in effect, to decide
for having the birth; similarly, for a corporation to postpone a decision about employing the
"hard core" unemployed
Is, in effect, to decide
for continued poverty and

social unrest. I fail to
see how "management"
eliminates decision-making in any way; it seems
to me to only complicate
it.
This leads to the necessity of a criterion by
which decisions are to be
made. Dr. Morton demanded some but didn't offer any; Dr. Augenstein
offered some (not so"absolute" as to be beyond
redefinition but concrete
enough to be a real help),
and was therefore led beyond the criterion to the
further question of authSince decisions
ority.
made by different people on the same issue
may conflict, it becomes

Bourgeois Reformers Con't from page 8
We have been in the Vanguard of stu- for human fulfillment already in existence.
dent„ a nt i-w a r, and human liberation This tension--the contradiction between
movements. We will continue and expand what is and what can be--first futilely
sought its resolution in a quest for perthat role.
The interplay of ideas and a common sonal salvation.
When the interests of the dominant
commitment to action within SDS have
produced a rich and powerful sharedpoli- social order denied the realization of
tieal experience emerging from an on- that potential, we discovered our powgoing struggle; we have looked to that erlessness, our unfreedom, moreover,the
experience as the source and test of poli- social character of our oppression retical truth, rather than this or that dog- vealed the need of a collective struggle
matic catechism. While not shunning for liberation, we discovered our deepanalytical work, we have always seen this est personal hopes and desires were the
focus as a basis of our strength and widely held aspirations of many. That
discovery has led to our affirmation of
suthenticity.
a common humanity with all the oppresa
common
always
asserted
We have
clarity in our values, within our vision, sed.
all authentically revolutionary movements
If the Clarion really believes in the
are seen as first, last, and always movearticulated in its editorial, it
ments for human freedom, whatever form values
this letter, giving its readprint
will
their demands may take in a given histo hear the truth.
opportunity
the
ers
toric period. The new left radical consciousness began with the perception of a Yours for Peace, Freedom and Revolgap between the actual reality of our ution, OU Student for a Democratic Socdaily lives and the accessible potentiality iety Nov. 23 Year of the Herioic Guerilla.

Clarion in Error, Con't from page 8
Further, in a general statement you
Imply that the OBSERVER would not
have fallen into evil hands if Oakland
had a journalism department, for
"many college newspapers are
operated as an arm of journalism
classes." A little homework on this
subject might have revealed that
Wayne, Michigan, and Michigan State
have j ou r nal ism departments anc
their student newspapers make the
OBSERVER seem rather tame by
comparison. One can only conclude
that a journalism department will
not keep students from having ideas
and writing about them in their newspapers.
Moreover, I submit that the
CLARION and the people of Rochester
would cry foul (an I among them) it
Oakland students, or at least those
who do not live here, attempted to
meddle in city or township affairs.
Our cry would have the same basis

as my objection to your editorial:
they do not know enough about the
Individual community's problems to
speak about them validly.
Town -gown and generation-gap
relationships call for thoughtful restraint, especially in these days when
it is fashionable to lament the behavior of students. Above all, we must
beware of stock,uninformedresponses
(E.G. "The SDS has been all but
labeled subversive and at least must
be tagFed dupes of subversive elements. ') because such responses are
the kind of unthinking behavior which
students properly lament in their elders. If we who teach at Oakland
have done our job well, the students
ypu criticize should know the dangers
of tagging and labeling. So my question must be, sir, do you?
Manly L. Williamson (Mrs. R.M.)
Associate Professor of English
315 William Road
Rochester

necessary to decide who
should have the last word.
If five patients all need
and want the same kidney machine, who gets
It? Who decides who gets
it, is Augenstein's question. He suggests three
possible alternatives: the
doctor, the government, a
citizen panel. Whichever
way you decide leads to a
different view of authority
in society; if you choose
the doctor, youprefer authority to be based on professional competence; if
you choose government,
you prefer authority to be
based on law; if you
choose the citizen panel,
you prefer authority to
be invested in the judgement o' the "common
man." Other alternatives
are available, but however we choose, authort y is vested someHence the
where.
question of WHO decides
is a very important question outside Utopia. Student protestors act on it
but seem to forget it in a
panel discussion on ethics. To raise this question and to try to ans-

wer it is not to express a
God - complex (though it
may take some kind of
a complex to raise that
accusation); it is to point
out very realistically the
nature of decision making
in a society. It points
to the simple fact that my
decisions will often conflict with yours and society, and almost by definition, must arbitrate.
Who should decide who
gets the kidney machine?
The question points to
the merging ethics and
politics and certainly
cannot be avoided. For
those hung up on the question o1 criterion, this may
seem a more di stant
question, but it isn't. It is
just as immediate and
just an inevitable as the
question HOW shall we
decide. Dr. Augenstein
raised these questions
quite clearly and offered
some concrete suggestions; Dr. Morton seemed to muddy the water,
but apparently he gained
a disciple. (P.S. Whatever happened to "objective" reporting?)
William C. Fish

Thank-you For Off Campus
Gentlemen: '
I had occasion to visit the Off Campus with my family
the other night when Dick Glass came to sing. It was
a superb evening. I want to thank you personally for
the effort you have put into making the environment
here a little richer, and for your dedication and taste.
You helped make my oldest son's 13th birthday a very
special day for all of us. Best wishes in all things.
Sincerely,
Thomas Fitzsimmons

Ex G.I., Con't from page 8
(label) you hate other
things which have been
conveniently pre-labeled.
for easier consumption.
You love still more labels.
How many people are
thinking about all of this?
How many misguided labelers out there consider
themselves a republican
or a democrat, a revolutionary, a communist?
How many of you have
gone any further and
thought about what you're
doing, have defined your
terms--all of them?
Of course, if you're one
of the group of people who
just can't seem to straighten this mess out (and
don't want to try), you

can accept the status quo.
Do the things that are recognized as "good."
Don't do the "bad"things
on any account. Of course,
this means you must never think again, although
this will probably come
as a great relief. If you
think, you might be led
astray into thinking that
something good is bad; or,
horrors, that something
bad is good.

If you're one of this
group that would just as
soon not think, a career
awaits you and your comrades in the new (label)
modern (label) action(label) Army (label). FTA

O.U. Concert Features Violinist
Oakland University's
third concert offering of
the season will be the
first area appearance of
violinist Talcako Nishi zalci , Wed., Dec. 11, at
8:30 p.m. in the Dodge
Hall Auditorium.
The young Japanese artist's program will include Vivaldi's Sonata in
A Major, Mozart's Rondo
in C Major (K.373), Wieniawski's "Scherzo Tarantelle," Franck's Son-

ata in A Major and
Grieg's Sonata in F Major. She will be accomby Elizabeth
panied
Wright, New York pianist.
Brought to this country
in 1962 to be a scholarship student of Joseph
Fuchs at the J u 11 ard
School of Music, Miss
Nishizaki won Julliard's
Kreisler Scholarship in
1965, gained the sponsorof the Leventritt
ship

Foundation for a number
of concert appearances,
and was invited to appear
at the Spoleto Festival
in Italy in 1967.
It was Miss Nishizaki
that the Bell Telephone
Hour selected to film an
in depth study for a spec i al program televised
nationally last season.
A limited number of
tickets are available through the Meadow Brook
Festival office.

Sunday and Monday evenings, Dec. 8 and 9, a reading of Indian poetry (Sanskrit, Hindi, Gujerati, Bengalit and Tamil) will be given in English Translation. Two approaches will be used in presentinF the
poetry: one will be a rather straightforward, academic" reading of selections from the ancient Vedic
hymns (oldest examples of Indo-European literature;
a few of these will be chanted in Sanskrit) and poems
by Rabindranath Tagore (grand-uncle of Oakland's own
Amit Tagore); the second approach will employ multimedia, including mime, dance, music, slides and costumes.

4702 NORTH WOODWARD
ROYAL OAK, MICHIGAN
PHONE: 549-7474
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Living Education: Learning from Ecstacy
By JEREMY JOAN HEWES
The principal is happy and I
rejoice with him about the delicious, perfectly balanced flow
of outdoor light into a room filed
beautiful children. But
with
something disturbs me, a vinegary tingle at the back of my
neck. There is a witch in this
room. I see her near the back
of the fourth row--milk-white
skin, black hair falling onto a
faded blue blouse, a band of
freckles across the bridge of a
small sharp nose. Dark eyes with
dilated pupils are fixed on me
now, bold and direct, telling me
that she knows, without words,
everything that needs to be known
about me. I return her stare,
feeling that this girl, with an education she is not likely to get,
might foretell the future, read
signs, converse with spirits. In
Salem she eventually would suffer the ordeal of fire and water.
In our society she will be adjusted."
An observer visited a typical school somew here, but it
wasn't the perfect lighting, language labs or multi-degreed teacher that impressed him. In an
instant he was struck with the
realization of what education now
is and what ecstasy it could be:
a fifth-grade witch had stared
him down.
The visitor was George B.
Leonard, Senior Editor of Look
magazine, where he has reported on education, and vice president of California's Esalen Institute, where he has explored
paths to ecstasy. Thus, his Education and Ecstasy is a product
of thorough study and imaginative experience. The author cites
shortcomings in the present educational system, arguing for a
positive and creative preparation for tne "unity of life" that
ROCHESTER, N.Y.,
(LNS)--P r of e ssor Eugene Genovese, the New
Left historian who specializes in the Civil War
and Reconstruction periods, is the center of a
controversy at the University of Rochester.

John Dewey foresaw decades ago.
What Leonard believes necessary is an education for the
totality of living; more important, he seeks a process which
would allow people to realize
some large measure of the human potential and exist in harmony with the enormity of their
time Today, all processes and
institutions tend to fragment us,
and schools simply initiate children to the compartmentalization of living that spirals with
age and experience. A graduate
of the current educational system has become adept at a kind
of post-office sorting job--putting emotion, creativity, frivolity, curiosity and a hundred
other human qualities into their
assigned cubbyholes, all with his
eyes closed.
Leonard envisions an overhaul of this initiation process,
by applying theories, methods
and technological devices that
already exist. Firsts education
would be redefined: 'The whole
superstructure of rational-symbolic knowledge can be rearranged so that these aspects of life's
possibilities can be perceived and
learned as unity and diversity
within change rather than fragmentation within an illusorypermanence." This concept of education would encompass all facets of human functioning, and
education would become "a lifelong pursuit for everyone."
Teachers would share in the
learning process with students
by expanding consciousness and
exploring everyone and everything around them. They would
pursue the magic moments of
learning that sometimes occur in
classrooms today and would become accomplished at techniques
of discovering or creating the
delight that makes learning worth
It.

by actor Orson Bean, offers no
f o rmal classroom instruction,
though five "teachers" read
aloud from texts, discuss ideas
with students and offer guidance.
The school provides books, lounges, art materials, games and
playing space, and the children
are free to work and play at
will.
This free-learning school creates a total environment for learning, the situation Leonard considers vital to education as "an
apprenticeship for life." He discusses two total environment institutions that have developed
techniques of expanded consciousness and continuous education. Synanon, established in
1958 as a rehabilitation center
for drug addicts, now aperates
in four California cities, as well
as New York and Detroit. In addition to housing 1,000 addicts,
chapters conduct Synanon Game
sessions, where 2,5000 non-ad dicts participate in weekly discussions.
Esalen Institute offers experimental programs such as "senimental programs such as "Sensory Awakening for Couples"
and "Meditation." The Institute's week-end and evening sessions have provided an opportunity for all who can afford it
to work with such experimenters
as B.F. Skinner, Alan Watts,
Buckminster Fuller and others.
George Leonard asserts that
there can be ecstasy in learning
and thus in living. He advocates
the total environment and freelearning concepts as a means to
ecstasy, citing three institutions
that have overcome the barriers
of tradition and brought joy to
their members. All of this is the
new education," the author
states: now it is left to us to
assault the system and ourselves.

Genovese Causes Controversy In New

The school's history
department wants to hire
him to replace Bernard
Weisberger, the civil war
historian who just left
Rochester. But the Roch- - - -

SPARTAN MOTEL
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OL 1-8101

In fact, society has alwayg.
had such teachers, Leonard call
them rouges--persons who know
what being alive is and who have
captured our imagination for just
that reason. The old rogues are
Robin Hood, mystics like Christ,
mad scientists like Franken stein, and artists like Dali. The
rogues teach us "the first elementary lesson about a life. ..
in which technology--whether
outside or inside the human organism --is not feared and resisted, but deflected toward human uses." Today's rogues are
today's children, the author states, and education should let them
discover and express the ecstasy of being alive.
Several methods of reshaping
the concept and processes of education are discussed in Education and Ecstasy. One chapter
describes an ultramodern school
where sophisticated electronic
devises impart knowledge and
hold discussions with pupils. In
another chapter, Leonard proposes that compulsory school attendance be abolished. To counter objections from horrified
parents, the author suggests that
the parents attend school for a
day, putting themselves in their
child's place--no breaks for cigarettes or coffee, no deviations
from the classroom regiment to
Parents might then see, Leonard
reasons, just how much is learned in a day and how much of the
child's valuable time and potential are wasted.
This is not to say that schools would cease to exist. Rather,
institutions such as New York's
Fifteenth Street School would ov e r ate, and presumably their
ef r e e - learning atmosphere
would offer the delights of learning to eager children." The
Fifteenth Street School, founded

Downtown Rochester
1100 N. Main

ACTIVE MOBIL SERVICE
FREE PICK UP

ester administration, afraid of Genovese's longtime advocacy of New Left
causes and his association with a Marxist interpretation of history,
wants to keep him off the
campus.
Thus far, the controversy is bogged down in
administrative hassling.
When the administration
turned down the request
of the history department
turned down the request
of the history department
for Genovese by questioning his "academic
qualifications," the history department arranged
to have all department
chairmen review the case
through a special committee.
That committee has
met and given its OK to
Genovese, and the next

step is up to the administration. The students in
the history department,
which has been described
as the most radical on
c a m pus --are anxiously
awaiting a verdict, and
they are already annoyed
at faculty members who
have urged them not to
make it a political issue
but to proceed "diplomatically."
Genovese, one of the
founders of the now defunct magazine Studies on
the Left, obtained national
attention a few years ago
when he was fired from
Rutgers University for
saying that he would welcome an NFL victory in
Vietnam.
The young scholar then
joined the faculty of Sir
George Williams Univer-
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Stoughton Lynd
Denied Appointment
Chicago (CPS)--Two
representatives of the
American Association of
University Professors
(AAUP), investigating
Roosevelt University
President Rolf. A. Well's
veto of the appointment of
St aught on Lynd to the
school's history department, have concluded that
there is insufficient evidence to support the
charge of a violation of
academic freedom in
Weil's decision.
Last April Well vetoed
the unanimous recommendation of the history
department and the college of arts and sciences
that the radical historian
be hired. The action by
Weil set off angry protests by both students and
professors at Roosevelt.
The history department
plans to reopen the issue
next spring when they resubmit Lynd's name for
appointment.

Rotbegter
Optical Center

Country Squire
Shop
BLOOMFIELD-MIRACLE MILE

sity in Montreal. Though
still on the faculty there,
he is currently a lecturer at Yale University.

OPEN EVENINGS
TtLL=•
9:00 P.M.

*EXAMINATIONS
*CONTACT LENSES
*2 HOUR REPAIR SERVICE
Dr. Stuart A. Karmann
Optometrist

333 Main, Rochester
°Live 1-3800
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Basketball

Varsity Falls to Albion
The OU basketball Varsity Team played their annual overtime game Wed., as Albion College squeaked by the Pioneers, 101-97.
Mike Wilson, the Albion ace who enjoys some of
his best games here, poured 1 34 points. But it was
Jim Turney who sank 8 for Albion in the overtime
period to clinch the victory.
OU took charge in the first half on the shooting
of Eddie Holloman, and Tom Allan and Allan's rebounding. Allan also blocked numerous shots.
Albion made a change late in the half, but two
successive hoops by Greg Ranney kept a 50-41 halftime advantage for the Pioneers.
The second half saw Albion slowly close the gap
and take a lead which was wiped out with 3 seconds
to play on a 25 foot shot by Ranney.
Ranney finished with 20 points, Hollowman 30,
and Allan 33, a new OU scoring mark.

J.V. Downed by O.C.C.
The J.V. Game was just as close. With 4 seconds
left in the game Jeff Linz sank a free throw to make
the score 79-78; Orchard Ridge OC.C. called a hasty
timeout.
Orchard Ridge then threw the ball to Charles Rice
who had already scored 56 points for O.C.C. Rice,
40 feet from the basket let loose a desperation shot
that cut the net as the buzzer rant to win the game
for O.C.C.
The whole game was close, as the lead changed
hands 11 times.

THE SIZE IS SMALL
& HANDY
THE SOUND IS BIG
& DANDY

CiLASSIECED
SERVICES
Typing service:
Free
pick up and delivery on
orders over three hours.
628-3529.

Bazzy-Specialty Recordings Co.--642-3579.

PERSONAL
CarolHappy second anniversary
All my love, Bob.

Work in pleasant atmosphere with interesting
people. Pay based on
commission of sales. Join
the advertising staff of
the "Observer." Equal
opportunity employer.

1967 Chevelle S.S. 396
3 speed automatic. Best
offer. 684-0394.

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATES WANTED

1964 Sunbeam Alpine
Gold, Excellent Cond.
626-8248.

--Coed
--Recording Representative
--Dynamic new recording
company needs 15 coeds
to work as representatives for them. Good paying part-time position
that won't interfere with
studies or fun. Call today
for an appointment. Mr.

Student needs an apt. to
share in the RochesterPontiac area for the winter term '69. Call ext.
3142.

Professional typing done
in my home. For quick
service--call 651-0444.

Opening for two girls Dec.
15. House with all conveniences. 651-1747.

laninannoanwonnoonoomeommuomoolinottnu•-olnuolnioommoiomoonnwomtoolntonnItoninpoinnonm.ollinnik

FOR SALE

eburcbeti

1

Illf AIIVIIIIIII CIIIIIICII
Meeting at Meadow Brook
Elementary School, Castlebar & Munster Rds., N. of •
Crooks Rd. - Bobcat
Studies - 9:45 a.m.
Morning worship Service 11
Rev. Bob Davis
rat Tranaixxtatiaa. Call 338-3406

One of he reasons tor our
existence is to serve the
students and faculty of
Oakland University

THE HEART OF EDUCATION IS
TO EDUCATE THE HEART
Students are Welcome
at
University Presbyt.rian Church

SUNDAY EVENING
SERVICE
THE REV. ROBERT DAVIS
MEADOW BROOK CHURCH

South Adams
(opposite Chancellors Home)
9:15 or 11:00 A.M.
For Ridee Call: 651-8516, 651-3345, or 651-8082
4.0.11.1.410.4•11.
,

7:00 P.M.

DEC. 8, 1968

ST. JOHN FISHER CHAPEL

—...M10.41/rsOM.M1.411111.M.1=10.•11.01110.1111

"DAllLING!Once you see it, you'll never again picture
'Romeo &Juliet'quite the way you did before!"

-LIFE

PARAMOUNT PICTURES prelionni
IOW 111.11

FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI
Production of

ROMEO
AULIET
A ROOMFULL OF SOUND,IN
A COMPACT RECORDER
And what a small price to pay for such big sound plus features that you'd never expect to find in a portable tape recorder! Operates on four flashlight batteries, or just plug it
into any wall outlet. Advanced solid-state circuitry, automatic tape lifter to protect precision-machined heads from
wear, tone control, remote start/stop switch on dynamic
lifetime microphone, built-in recharging circuit for optional
rechargeable battery pack — no wonder Sony's new 910
is one of the most popular lightweight portables ever made.
Only $69.50

SONY

SUPERSCOPE,The Tapeway to Stereo

You never heard it so good.

\O Ord inary love story....

AVAILABLE AT

IketsueuTet
ELECTRONICS INC.

SALES and SERVICE
2203 S. TELEGRAPH ROAD
•potinAc, MICHIGAN 48053
MIRACLE MILE SHOPPING CENTER

FE 8-9607
ONLY

$69.50

!fro 41.101681811,800811111609W190111111111161111-/„.—ORIA HUSSEY

LEONARD WHITING MILO O'SHEA MICHAEL YORK IOHN MERV
ir imp
PAT HEYWOOD NATASHA PARRY ROBERT STEPHENS / EtZT.F.4 /
FRANCO BMA and MASOIINO []AMIGO
,ANTHONY HAVELOCK-Al[AN and JOHN BlIABOURNE
RICHARD GOODWIN/

FRANC8/R[11El

rfaiticr

"Wall"

DETROIT PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18
REGULAR CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCES ALL DAY
STUDENTS $1.50
ALL DAY MON. & TUES.

STUDIO-8

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
Greenfield at 8-Mile • Ii. 2-8827

